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Whatever season, weather or mood - the classic 
Roman & Curtain combo never goes out of style!

Say HELLO to Style Studio’s most extravagant Roman & Curtain  
Collection to date!

The collection is made up of an extensive range of striking plains and  
eye-catching patterns!

All of the materials have been developed and tested to their limit to ensure 
they are of the highest quality, as we know you deserve the best.

Roman & Curtain!

ROMAN: CARTER DIJON
CURTAIN: CHIA SUNFLOWER

Farrah Silver

Maverick Navy

Rattan Lavender
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The human eye can physically perceive millions of 
colours, but we don’t all see them the same way. 

With over 150 colours to choose from, you’ll be 
sure to find one to suit.

How many colours  
to choose from?!!
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Plains are always a winner in 
interiors, and with a huge selection 

of colours on offer, we’re positive 
you won’t be disappointed!

Streamlined and unfussy, Oasis 
 is a soft, silky style fabric.

Or why not be a superstar stylist in 
your own home with Glamour! A 

rich, sumptuous velvet fabric, giving 
your home a feeling of grandeur. 

Available as curtain only.

The Hart range is a soft style linen 
look fabric which provides 

a rustic flair.

Lima has a soft subtle woven  
look in a selection of neutral  

and pastel colours.

OASIS  FABRICS

159
Plain coloured fabrics

to choose from!
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Textured plains can add a sense of 
interest without having to commit 
to an overwhelming print.

The Komodo range has been 
designed as a dotted raised 
texture in a wide selection of 
on trend colours! 

Rattan is an affluently styled 
woven design, developed to be 
sturdy and robust.

Macy is a subtle, small scale 
chevron textured design.

If a rich velvet look is what you’re 
after Reign is the fabric for you.
It differs from Glamour due to its 
subtle, randomised pattern.
Available as curtain only.

Opulence, elegance and luxury 
perfectly describe Phoenix, due to  
its silky, expensive looking nature.

Bring industrial chic with Artisan,  
an abstract linen look fabric.

Talented  
Textures

Macy Indigo
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Artisan Teal
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Embrace the art of living well 
by creating a BERRYLICIOUS 
window style!

Foliage prints are always a 
popular choice for curtains 
and blinds, symbolic of 
nature and the outdoors 
yet contrasted with a 
juxtaposition of colours, 
Alette Berry & Crosby Plum 
are a luxurious choice.

Create a classic interior with 
rich, jacquard style fabric.

Patterns

COSTELLA SPA

TORRIDON VINTAGE

ALETTE BERRY

CHIA ROSE

EMILI SHELL

CROSBY PLUM

ROMAN: TAYLOR OCHRE
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Distressed patterns and 
randomised linear designs are an 
easy look for those wanting to stay 
away from large prints, but refrain 
from choosing a plain.

Geometric designs have erupted 
within the interiors world, and now 
rival florals as the most dominant 
pattern! From zig zags to cubes, 
geometrics bring a different vibe to 
your windows! 

Daring 
contemporary 

aesthetic

MAYA OCHRE

MAVERICK NAVY

ZYRA PEWTER

MONROE DIJON

NEVIN SKY

MIAMI OYSTER

ROMAN: MAVERICK SILVER

M
averick Seafoam
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Create your own 
sunshine
Yellow radiates happiness, creativity and light!

Top Tip: Take a relatively plain fabric such as Gemini Sunshine 
and pair with a printed fabric such as Cardi Ochre, which has 
elements of yellow alongside other complementary tones 
allowing furniture to be interlinked, creating plenty visual 
interest and flair.

ROMAN: CARDI OCHRE
CURTAIN: GEMINI SUNSHINE

ROMAN: NEVIN SUNFLOWER
CURTAIN: PEYTON MIMOSA

M
elrose Sunflower

Happiness
&

Creativity
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Pink Pink Pink
Keep it soft and simple with shades of pink.

Top Tip: When choosing fabrics, mix patterns but stick to  
the same colour palette for a fool-proof combination!

ROMAN: CHIA ROSE
CURTAIN: MIAMI BLUSH

ROMAN: BALMORE HEATHER
CURTAIN: CARTER SHELL

Crosby Rose

Playful
&Romantic
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Terrific Teal
Make your window a feature (and block out more light) by 
doubling up with both a Roman Blind and Curtain! 

Can’t choose between blue or green? Have both with TEAL! 

Teal has the power to bring balance, calm and serenity into  
your home space, ultimately helping you relax and unwind  
after a busy day!

ROMAN: PEYTON SEAFOAM
CURTAIN: GLAMOUR TEAL

ROMAN: SHIBUYA SKY
CURTAIN: ALETTE NAVY

Alegra Fog

Inject
vibrancy
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Super Chic Grey
The dining room is notably identified as being the most formal  

room of the home. Make sure to give your guests that  
sophisticated dining experience with sumptuous interiors!

Greys are stylish yet simplistic, responding beautifully 
 to both warm and cool shades!

ROMAN: FARRAH SILVER
CURTAIN: MELROSE STONE

Costella Fog

Stylish
&

Simplistic
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Powershade Roman is the ultimate Roman blind for your home.

A luxurious and affordable motorised Roman blind that you can operate 
at the touch of a button! Complete with a quiet and smooth operation 
Powershade Roman combines style and control.
• No hanging cords or chains, offering a child safe option giving you 
• peace of mind
• Choose from mains, battery tube or rechargeable battery 
• to suit your home/needs
• Control blinds individually or as a group 
• with a single remote

.

.

CONTROL 
YOUR BLINDS 
FROM YOUR 

PHONE

NOW COMPATIBLE  
WITH THE

ROMAN: PANDORA SILVER
CURTAIN: ZYRA SILVER

Powershade Smart Controller

Powershade Smart Controller allows you to control your 
motorised blinds from your smartphone device. Available 
for iOS and Android, the product is also compatible with 
Amazon Alexa® to integrate into your home.
• Smart controller connects via WiFi
• Control individual blinds, entire rooms or 
• even your entire house
• Schedule blinds to open or close at designated times,  

providing added security when away from home
• View all rooms and blinds on your smartphone device
• Control your blinds at home when out and about
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Cushions are a great addition to your interior 
as they can be easily switched up depending on 
mood or time of year! 

Match your Romans & Curtains with co-ordinating 
cushions. Why not mix and match different colours 
and patterns?

Order co-ordinating cushion covers only or with 
filling in a selection of three sizes!

You can also choose 
from plain or piped! 

Cushion sizes:  
40x40cm, 60x60cm, 30x50cm

Top Tip: When choosing your cushion fabric, 
consider scale! Everett Flint boasts a striking 
leafy design, with Lismore Slate holding the 
same properties but on a smaller, more subtle 
scale. Pair with Rattan Slate Curtains to tie the 
theme together!

ccessorise
not just your blind

your roomA

PipedPlain

ROMAN & CURTAIN

espokeThe

touch
B
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Kwartz

Chrome

Brushed Steel Black Chrome Brass
CURTAIN: MACY LINEN

Curtain Poles 
We have a beautiful range of wooden and metallic 
poles, find your perfect match!

Curtain Tops
Choose from 5 curtain headers types;

Pencil Pleat

Eyelet

Double Pinch Pleat

Double Pinch Pleat with Eyelet

Triple Pinch Pleat

To complete your curtain choose either 
deluxe standard or thermal blackout lining in 
white or ivory, depending on the light control 
required!

Finials
Finials are the perfect decorative feature for the end of 
your curtain poles!

Brushed Steel Chrome BrassBlack Chrome

Metal Pole Options
•  4 size options: 120cm, 150cm, 180cm, 240cm Cream

Light Grey Silver

White

Romantica
Wooden Pole Option:  
•  5 size options: 150cm, 180cm, 240cm, 300cm, 360cm

Chrome

Brushed Steel Black Chrome

Blossomtime

Chrome

Brushed Steel Black Chrome

Cupola

Mondiale

Chrome

Brushed Steel Black Chrome Brass

Chrome

BrassBlack Chrome

Rondelle

Gossamer

Chrome

Brushed Steel Black Chrome Brass
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ROMAN: NIXON MIDNIGHT
CURTAIN: NOVA SKY

Tiebacks

Teal 
Red 
Ivory 
Avocado 
Fuschia 
Black 
Mulberry

Finesse

Duck EggBlack

SilverGrey Red

Taupe

Putty

White

Excelsior

Vertobello Embrace
A crystal look beaded 
tieback, perfect for 
adding a touch  
of luxury 
to your
curtains!

PipedPlain

Fabric Tiebacks
•  All available plain or piped

Romantica Holdbacks:
Matching poles available. 

White

Cream

Light GreySilver

Luxury Tiebacks:
Drape your curtains back with 
a choice of luxury tiebacks.

Be a 
superstar 

stylist Clear
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www.stylestudio.co.uk

INTERACTIVE
VISUALISATION

PLATFORM

LET YOUR ROMAN 
BLINDS COME TO LIFE

Your local retailer:

www.stylestudio.co.uk/design-space
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